Don’t
the

2017 CARP FISHING TOURNAMENT
AUGUST 12 TH
CHATFIELD RESERVOIR

LOCATION
Chatfield State Park
11500 Roxborough Park Rd
Littleton Co 80125
Registration/Check in site
Wheelchair accessible pier at the South marina
HOURS
Rules/Registration meeting at 5pm sharp. All anglers must attend this meeting.
Tournament begins at 6pm and goes til midnight.
WEIGH-IN
There will be a Tightline associate in charge of measuring for every 2 to 3 anglers. The associate will measure each fish prior
to release. They associate will round up to the quarter inch. For example, if your fish is 30" it will remain 30", if it is 30-1/8"
then it will be measured at 30-1/4". The Tightline associate will record all of these measurements. At the end of the event,
the angler with the total most inches of Carp will win the event. The Tightline associate makes the official rule and call on all
measurements. All measure boards will be identical. All fish must be released to the water immediately after measure.
BOUNDARIES
These boundaries and location can be subject to change due to water level.
The boundaries of this event will be from the East shoreline starting at the Wheelchair accessible pier at the South marina,
running South approximately a quarter mile. There will be a specific flag marker defining these boundaries.
Other rules
You are allowed to fish as an individual or as a team. While fishing as a team you are still measuring your fish independently
so the benefits of fishing as a team is just you have a partner to help you net fish but you are still only allowed to operate your
own rods and measure your own fish. At no point in time are you allowed to touch your partner’s rod or rods.
In the situation of using pack bait or any other form of bait. Any bait and/or excess material attached to your line must have
a hook in the bait. Any bait placed on your line without a hook is considered chumming. At this time we do not have a rule for
the overall weight or amount of bait placed on your hook but a hook must be in all bait while fishing.
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